[The risk of suffering a cardiovascular disease in the making of decisions. From evidence to the clinic].
The importance of the atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (which is multifactorial in its origin) in Spain and the need for and efficient management of the treatments make especially useful to consider the overall cardiovascular risk of the individual in order to take clinical decisions towards the follow-up and treatment of the disease. Current evidence from cardiovascular risk situations supports this strategy of considering all the risk factors as a whole instead of evaluating each of them separately. This paper tries to revalidate this approach with the most reliable of the available evidence from case studies. The global cardiovascular risk is suggested to be evaluated by a risk chart based on Framingham's study. A revision of the clinical priorities in cardiovascular disease prevention is made. Finally, some views on ordinary clinical cases are given, suggesting the treatment based on a global risk evaluation, considering and opposing evidence and recommended guidelines from the most common Spanish guides on prevention of cardiovascular diseases, evaluating the potential benefit of treatment for the patient, and making a clinical decision.